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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

IRAN
Iran will we enter the tournament, under no pressure whatsoever, as Group B
favorites Spain and Portugal are expected by most the dominate. This, however, is
prime for a team like Iran’s that builds it’s confidence from frustrating opponents,
catching them off guard, and striking them quickly. They are lead by the legendary
Carlos Queiroz, a heralded student of the game who has led his men to two
successive World Cup appearances. Queiroz is excellent and has personnel that
suits his restrained pressing system. His team will frustrate superior opponents like
they did in Argentina in 2014. Yet this time, with Azmoun and Jahanbakhsh the
attacking catalysts, and a younger squad overall, there’s significantly more weight
behind their punches.

TEAM CAPTAIN
ASHKAN DEJAGAH

CAPTAIN: Ashkan Dejagah (Nottingham Forrest) 

Dejagah will most likely be playing with the intensity of a player who is
looking for a new home next season in the domestic competition. Having
first captained Iran to a 3-1 victory over Turkmenistan in 2015, Dejagah will
be looking to repay Queiroz’s faith and impress a few clubs with his group
stage performances in Russia.  

COACH: Carlos Queiroz 

Carlos Queiroz, erstwhile assistant to Sir Alex Ferguson who called him “an
intelligent, meticulous Rottweiler”. He took Iran to Brazil in 2014 after spells at
Real Madrid and his native Portugal twice. Queiroz is a proper tactician and will
look to Iran’s opener against Morocco as an opportunity to build confidence in
his men right away. 
  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 5th 

Best World Cup finish: Group stage 

2014 finish: Group stage (0-1-2) 

Qualifying: Won Asia’s Group A ahead of South Korea and Syria 

Schedule: Morocco (Friday, June 15, 11 a.m. EST), Spain (Wednesday, June 20, 2 p.m. EST), Portugal
(Monday, June 25, 2 p.m. EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B 

X-Factor:  Alireza Jahanbakhsh
(AZ Alkmaar) 

An elusive two-footed forward
who can also play from either
wing, has had an outstanding
season with AZ Alkmaar winning
the Eredivisie’s Golden Boot for
21 goals in addition to his 12
assists. Iran will be looking to
him to finish off the chances they
will be able to create against the
run of play, so he will have to be
at his sharpest. 

Top U23 Player: Sardar
Azmoun (Real Madrid) 

Referred to as the “Iranian
Messi”, Azmoun may be
primed to excite fans this
summer. Azmoun is a forward
who can head like Zlatan and
run like Messi, as he reps
Rubin Kazan in the Russian
Premier League rather than in
one of Europe's big leagues
currently. His goal record for  

How will they play?
Queiroz’s conservatism,
often criticised by Roy
Keane at Old Trafford, has
equipped Iran with a
superbly organised
defence and enough
skilful flyers to be
disruptive on the break.
Counter, counter,
counter.  

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Alireza Beiranvand; Ramin Rezaeian, Jalal
Hosseini, Morteza Pouraliganji, Milad Mohammadi; Saeid Ezatolahi, Ehsan
Hajsafi; Alireza Jahanbakhsh, Ashkan Dejagah, Saman Ghoddos; Sardar
Azmoun. 

Ashkan Dejagah, the bustling winger and Fulham’s player of the year in
2014, has just completed six injury-wrecked months with Forest in the
Championship and will be looking to find his place early against Morocco
on the 15th.  

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Iran may just be the team for you if you are rooting
against Spain or Portugal for whatever reason. 

Why root against them?: Watch the first half against Morocco and then get
back to us. 

If you’re going to watch one game …Make it the Portugal match on the final
day of the group – especially if both sides need a result to progress. 

the national team is impressive, with 23 from 31 caps giving him the best
goals-per-game ratio of any footballer in Iran's history. If Iran are able to
pull off any kind of upset, it’s likely Azmoun will be a source of
inspiration.  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

PORTUGAL
Portugal enter Russia with the least amount of pressure their side has felt on the
international stage since their Euro 2004 Finals appearance. After another deep run
in both the 2006 World Cup and Euro 2008, the nation had re-cemented themselves
as a legitimate challenger in international competitions, largely through the
emergence of then Manchester United superstar Cristiano Ronaldo. 8 years, 4
Ballon’dOr trophies, 1 one club change later, Cristiano is still the main man for the
Portuguese and will be captaining his side, who will be full of confidence after
having been able to win the Euro 2016 Final without him. Ronaldo will be brimming
with validation as well, as he is already enjoying a stellar 2018, having scored 28
goals in 22 appearances in all competitions for Real Madrid and winning their 3rd
successive UEFA Champions League title. Portugal will be tested early in their
match against Spain, but a good result here could propel them far in the
tournament.  

TEAM CAPTAIN C. RONALDO

CAPTAIN: Cristiano Ronaldo (Real Madrid) 

What more can we really say about the man from Madeira at this point?
Similar to that of a LeBron James, he has absolutely destroyed the
criticisms of every single one of his haters. That doesn’t mean they will go
away. They will never go away, they don’t have anything better to do. But
the days are long gone of being able to say he doesn’t rise in the games
biggest moments. Those might be all he is playing for these days honestly.
Ronaldo comes to Russia having groped the Champions League trophy for
3 years straight, on the back of his 30 goals in 2018 for both club and
country. The World Cup is the only trophy that is eluding his trophy
cabinet, so expect to see him at his best this summer. 

COACH: Fernando Santos 

Coach Fernando Santos is on
top of the world at the
moment, having managed
Portugal to a European
Championship trophy in 2016,
and a 3rd place finishes in the
Confederations Cup last
summer. He will be licking his
lips at the chance to manage
Portugal on the biggest stage
as the nation are entering a  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 7th 

Best World Cup finish: 3rd place (1966) 

2014 finish: Group stage (1-1-1) 

Qualifying: Topped UEFA Group B ahead of Switzerland 

Schedule: Spain (Friday, June 15, 2 p.m. EST), Morocco (Wednesday, June 20, 8 a.m. EST), Iran (Monday,
June 25, 2 p.m. EST) 

 new golden age of talent through the likes of Gelson Martins and Bernardo
Silva. Coming into Russia, Santos boasts a 32-9-9 record, with a very strong
win percentage of 64%. Having succeeded in building an effective supporting
cast around Cristiano Ronaldo, an area where those before him have failed,
Santos will be confident in his men to give Spain a run for first place
qualification in Group B. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

X-Factor: Bernardo Silva
(Manchester City) 

If there’s a stoppage during the
game, and the camera zooms in
and Bernardo Silva and you see
him smiling, it’s because he is
enjoying a 12 month period that
many players never get to
experience throughout the
entirety of their careers. Over the
last 365 days, Silva helped lead
Monaco over French giants PSG
to a dominant Ligue 1 title. In the 

Top U23 Player: Gelson
Martins (Sporting Lisbon) 

If you were to ask any of your
friends to make to make a
fantasy XI of U-23 players at
the World Cup, Gelson
Martins would feature on
most if not all of them. The
Sporting Lisbon winger’s
stock has risen distinctly over
the last 2 seasons as his
exciting performances
in Portugal’s Liga NOS  

How will they play?

Portugal tactics aren’t
likely to surprise anyone
in Russia, but stopping
them will be a whole
problem. If Fernando
Santos and Zinedine
Zidane have anything in  

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-1-3-2): Rui Patricio; Cedric, Pepe, Bruno Alves, Raphael
Guerreiro; William Carvalho; Joao Mario, Joao Moutinho, Bernardo Silva;
Cristiano Ronaldo, Andre Silva. 

If the stage is set for Gelson Martins to impress, it is also set for Goncalo
Guedes. Even though he is less established than Martins or Bernardo
Silva, he may be the most talented player Portugal have produced since
Luis Nani. He hasn’t featured heavily in Santos’ plan so far, but Russia
would be the perfect welcoming party for the 21-year-old.  

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Because you appreciate Cristiano Ronaldo’s greatness. 

Why root against them?: Because you despise Ronaldo and his relentless
pursuit of said greatness. 

If you’re going to watch one game … You can’t miss the showdown with
Spain. But the other two should be intriguing as well. 

summer of 2017, he made the move to Manchester City, and we all know how this
Premier League season went for Guardiola and Co. In his debut season with City,
he registered 6 goals and 4 assists, a decent return considered most of his
appearances were as substitutes. Though Bernardo Silva is a super talent, he still
has a bit to prove for Portugal on the big stage. With the likes of Ronaldo, Andre
Silva, Gelson Martins, and Quaresma, Silva will have offensive options to pick out
with his left foot. Something that he does very  well. 

common, it’s that they both know how to build an midfield and attack around
Cristiano Ronaldo. Like we have seen from Real Madrid this season, Portugal will
look to absorb pressure and look to spring Ronaldo or Martins on the counter
attack, or slow the game down and get the ball into wide areas to try and find
options in the box. Ronaldo got off to a slow start in Euro 2016 and still was able
to catch fire at the perfect time to propell Portugal to their first European
Championship in history. They will be counting on their resiliency to guide
through tough matches in Russia. 

garnered him a place in the national side. Always full of confidence, Martins
will be called upon as one of the new generational talents to help take
pressure off of their captain and make the right wing his own. A wing that
used to belong to a certain Luis Nani, who failed to make the trip to Russia
this summer 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

MOROCCO
Despite being outsiders in a group that accounts for the last three European
championships, Morocco will be coming into the tournament feeling fearless.
Having scored 11 goals during the final round of qualifying and conceded zero, they
will be a popular dark horse in Russia, and rightly so. Morocco has a diverse
collection of European-born talent headlined by Juventus’ Medhi Benatia. The Atlas
Lions are definitely capable of springing a surprise and will most likely be eyeing
Portugal as the smaller of the two giants, seeing them as their best opportunity to
secure progression to the knockout rounds.  

TEAM CAPTAIN BENATIA

CAPTAIN: Medhi Benatia (Juventus) 

After a few seasons in Germany with Bayern Munich, Benatia returned to
Italy with Allegri promising more stability and playing time for the
Moroccan defender. He will be responsible for anchoring a well-rounded,
well-organized defense. Fresh off of a Scudetto Serie A trophy with
Juventus, Benatia will be a leader Renard can count on in Russia.  COACH: Herve Renard 

The 49-year-old Frenchman has achieved much since his managerial stint at
Cambridge United, where he left the club at the bottom of League Two in
2004. A shock winner of the African Cup of Nations with Zambia in 2012, he
then repeated the feat with Ivory Coast in 2015 and has since guided Morocco
to their first World Cup in 20 years. Now regarded as the best coach in Africa,
Renard will be looking to shock the world again by progressing out of a tough
Group B.  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 5th 

Best World Cup finish: Round of 16 (1986) 

2014 finish: Did not qualify 

Qualifying: Topped Africa’s Group C ahead of the Ivory Coast 

Schedule: Iran (Friday, June 15, 11 a.m. EST), Portugal (Wednesday, June 20, 8 a.m. EST), Spain (Monday,
June 25, 2 p.m. EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

X-Factor: Hakim Ziyech (Ajax) 

Ziyech is a talented attacking
midfielder who plys his trade for
Ajax in the Eredivisie.  He was
arguably the best player in the
Eredivisie last season, winning
Ajax’s player of the year award, as
he became the type of creative
force that the team has been
missing since selling Christian
Eriksen to Tottenham. Morocco’s
only hope to pull off a major upset
in Group B would involve Ziyech
pulling the strings and creating high
quality chances against the likes of
Portugal and Spain. 
  

Top U23 Player:Achraf Hakimi
(Real Madrid) 

Achraf Hakimi clearly has a
huge future ahead of him. Just
ask newly appointed Napoli
coach Carlo Ancelotti, who is
already trying to secure an early
loan move for the versatile
defender. Hakimi has the size
and athleticism to defend
regularly, and with 2 goals in 9
appearances in his debut
season he is more than capable
of threatening the opposition in
the other half as well. 

How will they play?
There’s plenty to like
throughout the roster, but
especially in the middle
and defensive areas.
Benatia starts the
foundations of a strong
backbone, while he
midfield has both
structure and creativity.
Younes Belhanda, Mbark
Boussoufa and Ziyech, in
particular, can keep the
ball and move it well.  

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-1-4-1): Munir Mohamedi; Nabil Dirar, Medhi Benatia,
Romain Saiss, Achraf Hakimi; Karim El Ahmadi; Nordin Amrabat, Younes
Belhanda, Mbark Boussoufa, Hakim Ziyech; Khalid Boutaib. 

Amine Harit is a good option for Morocco, but likely doesn’t have a place
in the starting 11. Hakimi, a Real Madrid youngster, could start at either
fullback position.  

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Because you’ll be the first on a bandwagon that will be
overflowing after they upset Portugal, and being able to say I told you so is
the whole reason we even watch sports right? 

Why root against them?: Because they’re going to become too popular of a
dark horse. No worries, I’ll be right there with you.  

If you’re going to watch one game…The Iran game will tell us whether they
are about their business in Russia. The Portugal clash, though – especially if
Morocco beats Iran and Portugal loses to Spain. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

SPAIN
It’s rare that a team that echoed the international success Spain did from 2008-2012
could sneak by as merely a contender in this summers World Cup. Yet with two
straight early exits from major tournaments since, those title-winning teams of that
legendary 4 year squad feel like a distant memory for Spain. Spain quietly look
ready to dominate, as they haven’t lost since Euro 2016 under new manager Julen
Lopetegui. With the best keeper in the world De Gea, and an almost equally strong
defense and midfield, Spain will be very formidable opponents. If everyone’s
favorite striker Diego Costa is able to catch fire, it really could be their tournament
to lose.  

TEAM CAPTAIN SERGIO RAMOS

CAPTAIN: Sergio Ramos (Defender), (Real Madrid) 

Maybe the most controversial defender in the world, Ramos has inarguably
been a beast for club and country over the last decade. He has won every
trophy under the sun for both Real Madrid and Spain but will be looking to
avenge a rather poor all-around team display in 2014’s World Cup. Expect
him and Pique to lead from the back, as they both possess the ability to
start offense from defense.  

COACH: Julen Lopetegui 

Lopetegui will be pulling from an array of experience, having managed the likes
of FC Porto, Rayo Vallecano, and even the Real Madrid Castilla. With a 13-6-0
record and a 69% win percentage, he will have the trust of his players as the
tournament begins. But while knockout round qualification looks like a sure
thing for Spain, Lopetegui will be wary of their group, which is filled with teams
ready to spoil their dreams of bringing the World Cup trophy back to Spain. 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 15th 
   
Best World Cup finish: Champion (2010) 

2014 finish: Group stage (1-0-2) 

Qualifying: Topped UEFA Group G ahead of Italy 

Schedule: Portugal (Friday, June 15, 2 p.m. EST), Iran (Wednesday, June 20, 2 p.m. EST), Morocco (Monday,
June 25, 2 p.m. EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP B

year. Just ask Zidane how many selection headaches Asensio has been
responsible for. Russia will give the attacking midfielder his first opportunity
on the big stage for his country, and in a team looking for inspiration in the
final third, Asensio could gain the trust of his coach rather quickly if he is
able to produce in their opener against his Real Madrid teammate Ronaldo
and Portugal.  

X-Factor: Diego Costa (F)
(Atletico Madrid) 

Diego Costa will be heading to
Russia with an enviable amount
of validation after having one of
the biggest “I told you so”
moments in the our sport’s
recent memory. After playing a
hugely instrumental role in
Antonio Conte and Chelsea’s EPL
title triumph during the 2016/17
season, he then experienced a
falling out with the Italian  

Top U23 Player: Marco
Asensio (M) (Real Madrid) 

He may only be 22 years old,
but he has already won two
Champions Leagues and now
will be going to his first World
Cup. The young spaniard has
really made a name for
himself over the last year,
with his exciting flashed
during the 2016/17 season,
followed by him confirming 
that he is the real deal this  

How will they play?
Spain will look to
establish their trademark
style early in the
tournament and put
teams to the sword with
their possession and
movement off the ball in  

the final third. Having been humbled a bit in  World Cup 2014, they will be wary
of the tactics that have risen to prominence in the game, partially due to theirs
and FC Barcelona’s dominance in 2008-2012. A strong backbone of Manchester
United’s standout keeper De Gea, fronted by world-class defenders in Ramos
and Pique should give their creative midfielders added confidence to find the
game and control the tempo. 

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-3-3): David De Gea; Dani Carvajal, Sergio Ramos,
Gerard Pique, Jordi Alba; Sergio Busquets, Thiago Alcantara, Andres
Iniesta; David Silva, Iago Aspas, Isco. 

With Busquets injured in March, Spain played two friendlies without a
traditional holding midfielder and looked excellent. Against inferior foes,
it could go to Koke or Saul instead of Busquets, or drop Silva into the
middle with a truer winger such as Marco Asensio introduced. And there
are at least four possible starters up front – Aspas, Morata, Diego Costa
and Rodrigo. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Because Spain is why soccer is called “the beautiful
game. 

Why root against them?: Because they’re too damn good – and because it
was actually quite satisfying to see them flame out in 2014. 

If you’re going to watch one game …The Portugal clash, on the
tournament’s second day, is one of the best games of the round. 

manager, as both of their personalities, clashed one too many times. Conte’s
treatment of Costa throughout the summer of 2017 into the winter break seemed
personal at times as he took Costa out of the team indefinitely, while signing
Alvaro Morata, Costa’s younger countryman, as a direct replacement for the
striker.  
In the same 2018 transfer window, Costa was dealt back to his former club
Atletico Madrid after leaving Chelsea. He took no time to settle in and form a
devastating partnership with Antoine Griezmann while helping Simeone and his
men win the 2018 UEFA Europa League Championship. Costa will be on the plane
to Russia, while Morata will be watching at home. If Costa can translate his
unique impact to Spain, La Roja could really be primed to win it all this summer. 
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